


Combined	  Sta-s-cs	  of	  
EAC-‐C2C	  and	  EAC	  Pacific	  

Construc-on	  Costs:	  Over	  $4.1B	  

Length:	  46,420	  km	  

Reach:	  19	  cable	  landing	  sta=ons	  
across	  Asia	  and	  US	  

Design	  Capacity	  

EAC-‐C2C:	  17.92	  to	  30.72	  Tbps	  
EAC-‐Pacific:	  1.92	  Tbps	  

EAC-C2C is Asia Pacific’s highest 
capacity cable 

- TeleGeography (April 2009) 



Source: http://www.bgpmon.net/weathermap.php?inet=6&focus=asia	



•  Since 2001, Pacnet (previously Asia Global Crossing) 
has been looking at IPv6 deployment globally 

•  The first step was using a “GRE tunnel” solution for 
eBGP & static (to customer) and iBGP (Backbone) 

•  2003-2007:  Looking at IGP and OS under native IPv6 / 
IPv4 dual stack 

•  2008:  Pacnet deployed native IPv6/IPv4 network 
globally 

•  2010 – 2011:  Pacnet domestic IP networks (Singapore, 
Australia and Hong Kong) deployed native IPv6/IPv4 
dual stack	



1.  Enable GRE (IPv6 over IPv4) tunnel between IPv6 
enable routers to exchange IPv6 routes and for IPv6 
transport 

2.  Deploy IPv6 IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol) and BGP 
(Border Gateway protocol) partially as minimum 
implications 
–  Partial Dual Stack  

3.  Deploy IPv6 IGP and BGP globally 
–  Completely Dual Stack 	



•  IPv6 was a trial service for a long time (a few years ago) 
–  Operation and provisioning were best effort 
–  Provided Email interface only 

•  IPv6 training  
–  Asked venders to do IPv6 technical and operational training 

•   Allow them to login to “test lab” routers to do hands-on training 

•  IPv6 commercial documents  
–  Updated the documents / processes so that backend staff 

can support IPv6 orders smoothly 



•  Provide IPv6 connectivity 
–   Need IPv6 address from APNIC  
–   Need IPv6 full routes  
–   Need IPv6 peering sessions globally 
–   Need IPv6 numbering plan 
–   etc..	



•  NO SERVICE IMPACT! 
–  6PE (MPLS) vs. IP routing 

• Simply IP Routing  
–  IS-IS multi-Topology vs. OSPFv3 

•  IS-IS Multi-Topology chosen after long term evaluations at test lab 
–   Traditional BGP vs. address-family (Cisco) 

• Moved to address-family IPv4 and IPv6 



•  Lack of traffic… around 0.03% 
–   e.g. IPv6 : 3Mbps  vs.  IPv4 : 10,000Mbps 

•  Lack of customer demand 
–   Perhaps issue of marketing and sales pitch ?? 

•  Routing Optimization is not completed 
–  Observed during W6D….reach to US Tier-1 site…            

SG->JP->US->DE->FR->US and 6 AS Hops 



•  Monitoring tools (like MRTG) need special configuration to 
poll IPv6 traffic statistics 

–   Apply filter to collect IPv6 traffic data 
–   Create policy-map to collect IPv6 traffic data 

•  Netflow v9 can collect flow data of IPv6 
–   Need to upgrade from particular IOS to XR 

•  Should BGP related policy be similar to IPv4? 



•  A variety of IPv6 demand in the Asia-Pacific region 
–   Demands also varies across market segments 

•  Who will be IPv6 Tier-1 ? 

•  We need a deep dive into the IPv6 requirements of 
broadband customers in Hong Kong, Singapore and 
Australia 

•  Data Center and Hosting customer demands 
–  What is the new budget that is needed to meet the 

demands from them? 




